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Abstract. Technologies for Big Data and Data Science are receiving
increasing research interest nowadays. This paper introduces the pro-
totyping architecture of a tool aimed to solve Big Data Optimization
problems. Our tool combines the jMetal framework for multi-objective
optimization with Apache Spark, a technology that is gaining momen-
tum. In particular, we make use of the streaming facilities of Spark to feed
an optimization problem with data from different sources. We demon-
strate the use of our tool by solving a dynamic bi-objective instance of
the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) based on near real-time traffic
data from New York City, which is updated several times per minute.
Our experiment shows that both jMetal and Spark can be integrated
providing a software platform to deal with dynamic multi-optimization
problems.
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1 Introduction
Big Data is defined in a generic way as dealing with data which are too large
and complex to be processed with traditional database technologies [?]. The
standard de facto plaftorm for Big Data processing is the Hadoop system [?],
where its HDFS file system plays a fundamental role. However, another basic
component of Hadoop, the MapReduce framework, is loosing popularity in favor
of modern Big data technologies that are emerging, such as Apache Spark [?],
a general-purpose cluster computing system that can run on a wide variety of
distributed systems, including Hadoop.
Big Data applications can be characterized by no less than four V’s: Volume,
Velocity, Variety, and Veracity [?]. In this context, there are many scenarios that
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can benefit from Big Data technologies although the tackled problems do not
fulfill all the V’s requirements. In particular, many applications do not require
to process amounts of data in the order of petabytes, but they are characterized
by the rest of features. In this paper, we are going to focus on one of such appli-
cations: dynamic multi-objective optimization with data received in streaming.
Our purpose is to explore how Big Data and optimization technologies can be
used together to provide a satisfactory solution for this kind of problems.
The motivation of our work is threefold. First, the growing availability of
Open Data by a number of cities is fostering the appearance of new applications
making use of them, as for example Smart city applications [?][?] related to
traffic. In this context, the open data provided by the New York City Department
of Transportation [?], which updates traffic data several times per minute, has led
us to consider the optimization of a dynamic version of the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP) [?] by using real data to define it.
Second, from the technological point of view, Spark is becoming a dominant
technology in the Big Data context. This can be stated in the Gartner’s Hype
Cycle for Advanced Analytics and Data Science 2015 [?], where Spark is almost
at the top of the Peak of Inflated Expectations.
Third, metaheuristics are popular algorithms for solving complex real-world
optimization problems, so they are promising methods to be applied to deal with
the new challenging applications that are appearing in the field known as Big
Data Optimization.
With these ideas in mind, our goal here is to provide a software solution to
a dynamic multi-objective optimization problem that is updated with a relative
high frequency with real information. Our proposal is based on the combination
of the jMetal optimization framework [?] with the Spark features to process
incoming data in streaming. In concrete, the contributions of this work can be
summarized as follows:
– We define a software solution to optimize dynamic problems with streaming
data coming from Open Data sources.
– We validate our proposal by defining a dynamic bi-objective TSP problem
instance and testing it with both, synthetic and real-world data.
– The resulting software package is freely available4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a background
on dynamic multi-objective optimization. The architecture of the software solu-
tion is described in Section 3. The case study is presented in Section 4. Finally,
we present the conclusions and lines of future work in Section 5.
2 Background on Dynamic Multi-Objective Optimization
A multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) is composed of two or more
conflicting objective or functions that must be minimized/maximized at the same
4 https://github.com/jMetal/jMetalSP
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time. When the features defining the problem do not change with time, many
techniques can be used to solve them. In particular, multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (EMO) have been widely applied in the last 15 years to solve these
kinds of problems [?][?]. EMO techniques are attractive because they can find a
widely distributed set of solutions close to the Pareto front (PF) of a MOP in a
single run.
Many real world applications are not static, hence the objective functions
or the decision space can vary with time [?]. This results in a Dynamic MOP
(DMOP) that requires to apply some kind of dynamic EMO (DEMO) algorithm
to solve it.
Four kinds of DMOPs can be characterized [?]:
– Type I: the Pareto Set (PS) changes, i.e. the set of all the optimal decision
variables changes, but the PF remains the same.
– Type II: Both PS and PF change.
– Type III: PS does not change whereas PF changes.
– Type IV: Both PS and PF do not change, but the problem can change.
Independently of the DMOP variant, traditional EMO algorithms must be
adapted to transform them into some kind of DEMO to solve them. Our chosen
DMOP is a bi-objective formulation of the TSP where two goals, distance and
traveling time, have to be minimized. We assume that the nodes remain fixed
and that there are variations in the arcs due to changes in the traffic, such as
bottlenecks, traffic jams or cuts in some streets that may affect the traveling
time and the distance between some places. This problem would fit in the Type
II category.
3 Architecture Components
In this section, the proposed architecture is described, giving details of the two
main components; jMetal Framework and Spark.
3.1 Proposed Architecture
We focus our research on a context in which: (1) the data defining the DMOP
are produced in a continuous, but not necessarily constant rate (i.e. they are
produced in streaming), (2) they can be generated by different sources, and (3)
they must be processed to clear any wrong or inconsistent piece of information.
These three features cover the velocity, variety and veracity of Big Data appli-
cations. The last V, the volume, will depend on the amount of information that
can be obtained to be processed.
With these ideas in mind we propose the software solution depicted in Fig. 1.
The dynamic problem (multi-objective TSP or MSTP) is being continuously
dealt with a multi-objective algorithm (dynamic NSGA-II), which stores in an
external file system the found Pareto front approximations. In parallel, a compo-
nent reads information from data sources in streaming and updates the problem.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed software solution.
To implement this architecture, the problem and the algorithm are jMetal
objects, and the updater component is implemented in Spark. We provide details
of all these elements next.
3.2 The jMetal Framework
jMetal is Java object-oriented framework aimed at multi-objective optimization
with metaheuristics [?]. It includes a number of algorithms representative of
the state-of-the-art, benchmark problems, quality indicators, and support for
carrying out experimental studies. These features have made jMetal a popular
tool in the field of multi-objective optimization. In this work, we use jMetal
5 [?], which has the architecture depicted in Fig. 2. The underlying idea in
this framework is that an algorithm (metaheuristic) manipulates a number of
solutions with some operators to solve an optimization problem.
Focusing on the Problem interface, it provides methods to know about the
basic problem features: number of variables, number of objectives, and num-
ber of constraints. The main method is evaluate(), which contains the code
implementing the objective functions that are computed to evaluate a solution.
Among all the MOPs provided by jMetal there exist a MultiobjectiveTSP
class, having two objectives (distance and cost) and assuming that the input
data are files with TSPLIB [?] format. We have adapted this class to be used in
a dynamic context, which has required three changes:
1. Methods for updating part or the whole data matrices have to be incorpo-
rated. Whenever one of them is invoked, a flag indicating a data change must
be set.
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Fig. 2. jMetal 5.0 architecture.
2. The aforementioned methods and the evaluate() method have to be tagged
as synchronized to ensure the mutual exclusion when accessing to the prob-
lem data.
3. A method is needed to get the status of the data changed flag and another
one to reset it.
In order to explain how to adapt an existing EMO algorithm to solve a
DMOP, we describe next the steps that are required to develop a dynamic version
of the well-known NSGA-II algorithm [?]. A feature of jMetal 5 is the inclusion
of algorithm templates [?] that mimic the pseudo-code of a number of multi-
objective metaheuristics. As an example, the AbstractEvolutionaryAlgorithm
template (an abstract class) contains a run() method that includes the steps of
a generic EMO algorithm as can be observed in the following code:
1. @Override public void run() {
2. List<S> offspringPopulation;
3. List<S> matingPopulation;
4. population = createInitialPopulation();
5. population = evaluatePopulation(population);
6. initProgress();
7. while (!isStoppingConditionReached()) {
8. matingPopulation = selection(population);
9. offspringPopulation = reproduction(matingPopulation);
10. offspringPopulation =
evaluatePopulation(offspringPopulation);
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The implementation of NSGA-II follows this template, so it defines the meth-
ods for creating the initial population, evaluating the population, etc. To imple-
ment a dynamic variant of NSGA-II (DNSGA-II), the class defining it can inherit
from the NSGA-II class and only two methods have to be redefined:
– isStoppingConditionReached(): when the number of function evaluations
reaches its limit (stopping condition), a file with the Pareto front approxi-
mation found is written, but instead of terminating the algorithm, a re-start
operation is carried out and the algorithm begins again.
– updateProgress(): after an algorithm iteration, a counter of function eval-
uations is updated. In the DNSGA-II code, the data changed flag of the
problem is checked. If the result is positive, the population is re-started and
evaluated and the flag is reset.
3.3 Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a general-purpose distributed computing system [?] based on
the concept of Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs). RDDs are collections of
elements that can be operated in parallel on the nodes of a cluster by using
two types of operations: transformations (e.g. map, filter, union, etc.) and ac-
tions (e.g. reduce, collect, count, etc.). Among the features of Spark (high level
parallel processing programming model, machine learning algorithms, graph pro-
cessing, multi-programming language API), we use here its support for stream-
ing processing data. In this context, Spark manages the so called JavaDStream
structures, which are later discretized into a number of RDDs to be processed.
There are a number of streaming data sources that Spark can handle. In our
proposal, we choose as a source a directory where the new incoming data will be
stored. We assume that a daemon process is iteratively fetching the data from a
Web service and writing it to that source directory. The data will have the form
of text files where each line has the following structure: a symbol ’d’ (distance)
or ’t’ (travel time), two integers representing the coordinates of the point, and
the new distance/time value.
The pseudo-code of the Spark+jMetal solution is described next:
1. DynamicMultiobjectiveTSP problem <- intializeProblem();
2. File outputDirectory <- createOutputDirectory();
3. DynamicNSGAII algorithm = initilizeAlgorithm(problem, outputDirectory);
4. startAlgorith(algorithm);
5. SparkConf sparkConf = new SparkConf().setAppName("SparkClient");
6. JavaStreamingContext streamingContext =
new JavaStreamingContext(sparkConf, Durations.seconds(5));
7. JavaDStream<String> lines =
streamingContext.textFileStream(inputDataDirectory);
8. JavaDStream<Map<>> routeUpdates = lines.map(s -> {return parsed lines});
9. routeUpdates.foreachRDD(
s -> {list = s.collect();
list.foreach(items -> {updateProblem(problem, items.next()})});
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10. streamingContext.start();
11. streamingContext.awaitTermination();
The first steps initialize the problem with the matrices containing data of
distance and travel time, and to create the output directory where the Pareto
front approximations will be stored (lines 1 and 2). Then the algorithm is created
and its execution is started in a thread (lines 3 and 4). Once the algorithm
is running, it is the turn to start Spark, what requires two steps: creating a
SparkConf object (line 5) and a JavaStreamingContext (line 6), which indicates
the polling frequency (5 seconds in the code).
The processing of the incoming streaming files requires three instructions:
first, a text file stream is created (line 7), which stores in a JavaDStream<String>
list all the lines of the files arrived to the input data directory since the last
polling. Second, a map transformation is used (line 8) to parse all the lines read
in the previous step. The last step (line 9) consists in executing a foreachRDD
instruction to update the problem data with the information of the parsed lines.
The two last instructions (lines 10 and 11) start the Spark streaming context
and await for termination. As a result, the code between lines 7 and 9 will be
iteratively executed whenever new data files have been written in the input data
directory since the last polling.
We would like to remark that this pseudo-code mimics closely the current
Java implementation, so no more than a few lines of code are needed.
4 Case Study: Dynamic Bi-Objective TSP
To test our software architecture in practice we apply it to two scenarios: an
artificial dynamic TSP (DTSP) with benchmark data and another version of
the problem with real data. We analyze both scenarios next.
4.1 Problem with Synthetic Data
Our artificial DTSP problem is built from the data to two 100 TSP instances
taken from TSPLIB [?]. One instance represents the distances and the other one
the travel time. To simulate the modification of the problem, we write every 5
seconds a data file containing updated information.
The parameter settings of the dynamic NSGA-II algorithm are the following:
the population size is 100, the crossover operator is PMX (applied with a 0.9
probability), the mutation operator is swap (applied with a probability of 0.2),
and the algorithm computes 250,000 function evaluations before writing out the
found front and re-starting. As development and target computer we have used
a MacBook Pro laptop (2,2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 8 GB RAM, 256 GB
SSD) with MacOS 10.11.3, Java SE 1.8.0 40, and Spark 1.4.1.
Fig. 3 depicts some fronts produced by the dynamic NSGA-II throughout
a given execution, starting from the first one (FUN0.tsv) up to the 20th one














Fig. 3. Evolution of the Pareto front approximations yielded by the dynamic NSGA-II
algorithm (FUNx.tsv refers to the xth front that have been computed).
(FUN20.tsv). We can observe that the shape of the Pareto front approximations
change in time due to the updating operation of the problem data. In fact,
each new front contains optimized solutions with regards to the previous ones,
which lead us to suggest that the learning model of the optimization procedure is
kept through different re-starts, although detecting the changes in the problem
structure.
Once we have tested our approach on a synthetic instance, we now aim
at managing real-world data, in order to show whether the proposed model is
actually applicable or not.
4.2 Problem with Real Data
The DTSP with real-world data we are going to define is based on the Open Data
provided by the New York City Department of Transportation, which updates
the traffic information several times per minute5. The information is provided
as a text file where each line includes, among other data:
– Id: link identifier (an integer number)
– Speed: average speed a vehicle traveled between end points on the link in
the most recent interval (a real number).
– TravelTime: average time a vehicle took to traverse the link (a real number).
– Status: if the link is closed by accidents, works or any cause (a boolean).
5 At the time of writing this paper, the data can be obtained from this URL: http:
//207.251.86.229/nyc-links-cams/LinkSpeedQuery.txt
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Fig. 4. Real dynamic TSP instance: 93 nodes of the city of New York.
– EncodedPolyLine: An encoded string that represents the GPS Coordinates
of the link. It is encoded using the Google’s Encoded Polyline Algorithm [?].
– DataAsOf: last time data was received from link (a date).
– LinkName: description of the link location and end points (a string).
As the information is given in the form of links instead of nodes, we have
made a pre-processing of the data to obtain a feasible TSP. To join the routes,
we have compared the GPS coordinates. A communication between two nodes
is created when there is a final point of a route and a starting point of another
in the same place (with a small margin error). After that, we iterate through
all the nodes removing those with degree < 2. The list of GPS coordinates is
decoded from the EncodedPolyLine field of each link.
As as result, the DTSP problem is composed of 93 locations and 315 com-
munications between them, which are depicted in Fig. 4. We have to note that
the links are bi-directional, so the resulting DTSP is asymmetric. In this re-
gard, it is worth mentioning that we have approached the TSP by following a
vector permutation optimization model, as commonly done in population based
metaheuristics.
To determine the distance between points, we have used a Google service [?]
that, given two locations, it returns the distance between them; this step only is
carried out to initialize the graph. The initial travel time and speed are obtained
from the first data file read.
As in the synthetic DTSP, a daemon process is polling the data source every
30 seconds, parsing the received information, and writing the updates directly
into the cost and distance matrices that Spark is using to calculate the results. If
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Fig. 5. Pareto front approximations obtained when solving the real data DTSP (Front
x refers to the xth front that have been obtained).
a route has a status 1, meaning that it has been closed to circulation, we assume
an infinite cost and distance for that route.
After running our software for 40 minutes, the number of data requests to
the traffic service was 77, from which 37 returned no information. In those cases
where there was new information, the number of updates ranged between 141
and 238.
Fig. 5 shows the Pareto front approximations obtained after 10, 20, 50, and
100 runs of the dynamic NSGA-II algorithm. Similarly to the obtained results in
the synthetic instance, in this case the fronts of solutions are refined through the
optimization process. Therefore, the learning model also is kept when dealing
with real-world data.
4.3 Discussion
An analysis at a glance of our architecture could indicate that the use of Spark
does not justify selecting it to be included in our system, because we are not
taking advantage of many of its features. However, we would like to note what
we are presenting here is a first approximation to the problem and many ex-
tensions are possible. For example, thinking in Smart City applications and our
considered optimization problem, more data sources could be used for a more
precise problem formulation, such as weather forecasting, social networks, GPS
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data from mobile phones in cars, etc. This would require more demanding stor-
age (e.g. in HDFS) and more computing power for processing and integrating
all the data (e.g. a Hadoop cluster), and in this scenario not only the streaming
feature of Spark will be useful, but its high performance computing capabilities.
From the optimization point of view, we have presented a simple adaptation
of a well-known algorithm, NSGA-II, to solve the dynamic TSP problem. In case
of defining a more realistic problem, with more data sources, a more sophisticated
algorithm could be designed to take advantage of problem-specific data, e.g. by
incorporating a local search or new variation operators. Furthermore, we must
consider that in a real scenario, if the traveler starts to visit the nodes while the
application is running, the traversed arcs should be removed from the problem,
so it would be simplified and then it would not be a TSP anymore.
It is clear that a complete solution of the considered optimization problem
would require additional components, such as a visualization module able of
displaying the evolution of the Pareto front approximations and enabling to
choose a particular trade-off solution from them. We consider that this kind of
components are orthogonal to our software architecture. As the produced fronts
are being stored in secondary storage, an external program can be developed to
display them as needed.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a software solution to deal with a Big Data
Optimization problem by combining the jMetal optimization framework with
the Spark cluster computing system and we have demonstrated how to apply it
to solve a concrete example: a dynamic multi-objective TSP.
Our motivation has been driven by the availability of Open Data sources, the
raise of Spark as distributed computing platform in clusters and Hadoop systems,
and the utilization of the jMetal framework to provide the infrastructure to deal
with multi-objective optimization problems.
We have presented two case studies that consider a bi-objective formulation of
the problem, where the total distance and time travel are goals to be minimized.
First, a synthetic version of the problem, based on benchmark data, to test the
working of the system; second, a real instance created from Open Data of the
city of New York. In this latter case, the TSP nodes correspond to real locations,
and the problem data is updated in streaming.
Defining more realistic problems, including additional data sources, as well
as considering other Smart city related problems are matters of future works.
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